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Abstract
Having a lot of labeled data is always a problem in machine learning issues. Even by col-
lecting lots of data hardly, shift in data distribution might emerge because of differences in
source and target domains. The shift would make the model to face with problems in test
step. Therefore, the necessity of using domain adaptation emerges. There are three techniques
in the field of domain adaptation namely discrepancy based, adversarial based and recon-
struction based methods. For domain adaptation, adversarial learning approaches showed
state-of-the-art performance. Although there are some comprehensive surveys about domain
adaptation, we technically focus on adversarial based domain adaptation methods. We exam-
ine each proposed method in detail with respect to their structures and objective functions.
The common aspect of proposedmethods besides domain adaptation is considering the target
labels are predicted as accurately as possible. It can be represented by some methods such as
metric learning and multi-adversarial discriminators as are used in some of the papers. Also,
we address the negative transfer issue for dissimilar distributions and propose the addition
of clustering heuristics to the underlying structures for future research.

Keywords Domain adaptation · Adversarial learning · Domain shift

1 Introduction

Over the past few years, machine learning methods have achieved many successes. Real-
world applications are an important part of success. Classification, face recognition, object
detection, etc. are some of the areas. Training a deep neural network requires enough labeled
datasets which have similar distribution. However, collecting dataset has been always expen-
sive and time consuming. Furthermore, in case of testing a model with a dataset that has
a different distribution from the training model’s dataset, the model would fail; besides, it
is expensive and impossible to collect appropriate dataset for each real-world application.
Therefore, it is a great idea to be able to use any available dataset without regard to differences
in the source and target distributions. Some factors such as image condition, brightness, and
image quality leads to differences in distributions or domain shift. When a model is trained
on a dataset, and it is tested on another dataset, its efficiency decreases because of domain
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shift [17] resulting from different distributions of each domain. Domain adaptation seeks to
solve the domain shift problem [87]. A trained model on a large dataset cannot be general-
ized well to a new dataset [9] due to dataset bias or domain shift [68]. Convolutional neural
networks (CNN) let us extract important features that are useful for classification and image
segmentation. Although these features are related to the domain of the dataset and they won’t
be discriminative in other datasets. This aspect will result in a weak classification problem
if the model trains on a dataset and tests on another dataset without adaptation [47].

Domain adaptation is learning an accurate model to transfer the knowledge extracted from
source domain to the target domain with the presence of domain shift. Domain adaptation is
a particular type of transfer learning where the feature space or the data distribution of source
and target domains are different but the label space in the source domain and target domain
are the same. Though the goal in domain adaptation is being able to classify unlabeled target
data. Domain adaptation methods have achieved great success during past years.

Domain adaptation methods are divided into three categories with respect to the available
datasets; these categories are supervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised domain adapta-
tion. In supervised domain adaptation, both source and target data have labels. The source
data and some limited number of target data have labels in semi-supervised domain adapta-
tion. Whereas, labeled data are available only in the source data in the unsupervised domain
adaptation method. Regarding adversarial domain adaptation researches, the unsupervised
domain adaptation has been investigated more than two other categories [39].

The domain adaptation can be divided into two categories due to differences in domain
divergences. Distribution shift and feature space differences form homogeneous and het-
erogeneous domain adaptation respectively. In homogeneous domain adaptation, the feature
spaces of the source and target domains (Xs = Xt ) and dimensions (ds = dt ) are the same
while the data distributions are different (P(X)s �= P(X)t ). In the heterogeneous domain
adaptation, the feature spaces of the source and target domains are not the same (Xs �= Xt )
and the dimensions of the feature spaces may also be different (ds �= dt ). Heterogeneous
domain adaptation can be divided into two scenarios. In the first scenario the differences
are caused by different sensors such as RGB vs. depth images, and also different types of
images such as photos, sketches, and paintings. In the second scenario, the differences are
caused by different types of media in the source and target domains; for instance, text vs.
images. The cross-domain gap between the source and target domains are much larger in the
second scenario. There are three different methods to align the domains. Namely minimizing
discrepancy, reconstruction, and adversarial training.

Discrepancy Based Domain AdaptationMinimizing divergence is one of the aligning distri-
bution methods which measures divergence or distance between the distributions.

Commonly, in discrepancy based methods, the first n layers are shared or reused by
the network between the source and target domains. In order to bound input target feature
space near the source. This will cause limitation in feature spaces of the input to the same
dimension. In the homogeneous domain adaptation discrepancy based methods can be result
in good performance. In the first scenario of heterogeneous domain adaptation, the images
can be resized into the same dimensions while in the second scenario, the different features
of different media cannot be resized in to the same dimensions. Therefore, discrepancy based
methods will fail.

Reconstruction Based Domain Adaptation Ghifary et al. [12] proposed reconstruction learn-
ing in which a representation is learned that accurately classifies the labeled source data and
reconstructs source and target data. The reconstruction based method can be used in homo-
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geneous domain adaptation while the adversarial reconstruction based method can be used
in heterogeneous domain adaptation.

Adversarial Based Domain Adaptation Adversarial learning tries to align the distributions
by extracting features which are both distinguishable for the labeled source data and indis-
tinguishable for the source and target domains. Using adversarial based domain adaptation
can result in good performance in both homogeneous and heterogeneous domain adaptation.
In the heterogeneous domain adaptation, adversarial based method can generate heteroge-
neous target data while transferring source data features to them. Recently, many adversarial
domain adaptation approaches have been proposed while they have shown promising results.

Adversarial domain adaptation is based on generative adversarial network; which involves
two neural networks competing each other in a minimax game. Generative adversarial net-
work has a generator and a discriminator which takes part in the minimax game [23].
Generator is trained to produce images in order to fool discriminator, while the discrimi-
nator tries to discriminate real and fake data correctly. In domain adaptation, the assumption
changes in a way that the neural network tries to extract features such that makes the dis-
criminator be fooled whereas discriminator tries to differentiate data domains [82].

Ganin and Lempitsky et al. [10] proposed a method in 2015, in which domain-invariant
features are imposed on a classifier [62]. In order to achieve this goal, the classifier is trained
in a way that operates well on source data while reduces the gap between the source and target
domain extracted features [72]. For this purpose, domain adversarial learning is used [78].
Domain adaptation techniques were developed to cover the source and target domain shifts.
Adversarial learning is one of the best techniques we will review them. It makes the source
and target domain extracted features indiscriminative. Then features of the target domain are
given to the pre-trained classifier in order to predict labels of target data. The classifier is pre-
trained on source data [33].Despite the distance of domain or dataset bias, adversarial learning
methods make it possible to identify and detect data. In adversarial learning, two players have
two aggressive purposes and try their best to defeat each other. In domain adaptationmethods,
the decoder related to feature extractor tries to extract features in a way discriminator to be
fooledwhile discriminator tries to distinguish data domains as well as possible. In this survey,
we will take into consideration the adversarial domain adaptation methods proposed over the
past few years. Specifically, the following contributions are covered in this survey:

• Existing surveys have studied generally all domain adaptation methods, while we tech-
nically proposed a specific guide to adversarial domain adaptation methods. We hope to
provide a useful resource for the researchers of adversarial domain adaptation. So they
can decide to choose their preferred techniques facing the existing domain adaptation
challenges.

• We took some articles into consideration that haven’t been reviewed in previous surveys.
We summarized the main ideas and equations of each approach.

• We categorized the proposed adversarial methods into groups based on their structures.

2 Deep Domain Adaptation

2.1 Adversarial Based Domain AdaptationMethod

In this method, a discriminator classifies the domain of samples that are taken from the
source or target domains. It is used to encourage domain misclassification with regard to
an adversarial objective function which reduces the distance between the source domain
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and target domain distributions. Adversarial based deep domain adaptation methods can be
divided into two categories [11]. Generative models [77] and non-generative models [71].

• Generative models:
In generative models due to the lack of training data, the generator is able to generate
unlimited unreal target domain data by using source domain data [14]. In this model a
discriminator is combined with a generator based on GAN [2]. One of the commonmeth-
ods is using source domain images, noise vector, or both to generate simulated instances
which are similar to the target domain and preserve the source domain information [32].

• Non-generative models:
Unlike generative models that have input image distribution, non-generative models have
a feature extractor component which learns a discriminator representation using source
domain labels andmaps the target domain data to the same space over a domain-confusion
loss [11]. Hence leading to domain-invariant representations [53].

2.2 Datasets

Reviewing methods, indicates that Digit datasets, Office-31, ImageCLEF-DA, VisDA2017
and Home-office datasets are widely used in unsupervised adversarial domain adaptation
methods. A closer examination shows that Office-31 dataset and Digit datasets including
MNIST, SVHN, and USPS are used more than others.

Digit Datasets These datasets contain digits 0–9 but with different styles.MNIST dataset
includes grayscale 28*28 images in 60,000 train images and 10,000 test images [30]. USPS
dataset involves RGB 32*32 images in 7291 train data and 2007 test data [7]. The street view
house numbers which is known as SVHN dataset has 73,257 train images and 26,032 test
images and 531,131 extra training images which are 32*32 RGB images [46]. These are real-
world images fromGoogle Street View images. SYN-DIGITS [10] dataset consists of 32*32
RGB images in 479,400 number of training samples and 9553 number of test samples. These
images belong to the same classes as SVHN. It contains lots of labeled data since generating
labeled synthetic data is easier than obtaining large labeled datasets with real-images.

Office-31 This is a standard benchmark for domain adaptation. It consists of 4652 images
from 31 classes in 3 domains. 2817 images are from the Amazon domain (A) which are
downloaded from Amazon.com website, 795 images from webcam domain (W) which are
taken by a web camera and 498 images from DSLR domain (D) are collected by a digital
SLR camera. In the experiments all six direction of adaptation are considered; A → W ,
A → D, W → A, W → D, D → W , D → A [56].

ImageCLEF-DA This is a benchmark dataset which is collected by selecting the 12 com-
mon categories shared by the following three public datasets, each is considered as a domain:
Caltech-256 (C), ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 (I) and Pascal VOC 2012 (P). The three domains
are of equal size. In each category there are 50 images and in each domain 600 images exist.

Home-office This dataset includes four domains namely, Art (Ar), Clipart (CL), Product
(Pr) andReal-World (Rw). Each domain contains 65 commoncategories [73]. TheArt domain
are artistic distributions of painting, sketches, etc. TheClipart domain contains clipart images.
TheProduct domain includes imageswith nobackground.TheReal-World domain are images
from the regular camera.

VisDA2017 This is a visual domain adaptation dataset which is a simulation-to-real dataset
which consists of 12 classes shared by both domains in 280,000 images in the training,
validation and testing domains [51].
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Fig. 1 MNIST, USPS, and SVHN datasets [71]

NYUD Dataset [63] The images are bounding boxes around the instances of 19 object
classes. It is composed of 2186 labeled RGB images and 2401 unlabeled HHA-encoded
depth [18] images. It is worth to know that these are acquired from two different datasets, so
that their instances are not as the same.

Some samples of images from Digit datasets are shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4.

3 Overview

The reviewed articles can be categorized based on their approaches.

3.1 Basic Adversarial Structures

The first category includes basic proposed methods, namely DANN and ADDA. Both meth-
ods have structures that are previously unexplored. DANN combined domain adaptation and
deep feature learning within a single training procedure. ADDA combined untied weight
sharing, GAN loss and discriminator modeling to adapt domains based on being optimal on
discriminative tasks and exploiting a GAN-based loss.

3.1.1 Adversarial Discriminative Domain Adaptation (ADDA)

Tzeng et al. [71] proposed ADDA in 2017. This discriminative method uses GAN loss and
it doesn’t include weight sharing; its name is Adversarial Discriminator domain adaptation.
Its results showed that the ADDA method is simpler and more efficient than other methods.

In this article he proposed a generalized structure for adversarial domain adaptation. Based
on this structure each proposed architecture would be unique by answering three questions.
Is it a generator model or a discriminator model? Does the feature extractor shares weight or
not? Which adversarial objective function is used?

The ADDA method is not based on weight sharing which means it doesn’t use a shared
feature extractor. It has a consecutive process; in the first step, classifier loss can be computed
based on labeled source data. Feature extractor will be learned in this step. In the next step, a
pre-trained source encoder from the previous step is used.A separate encoder is considered for
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Fig. 2 Generalized structure for adversarial domain adaptation [71]

target data and plays a minimax role against domain discriminator. So adversarial learning
progress between target encoder and domain discriminator. Target encoder tries to learn
features in a way the discriminator is fooled while discriminator tries to detect the domain
of source and target data correctly. GAN loss is used as the objective function of adversarial
learning. In the last step, the pre-trained target encoder from the second step and the classifier
trained on the source data in step 1, are used to classify target data.

In an unsupervised domain adaptation, source data is shown by Xs and their labels are
shown by Ys which are from source domain distribution Ps(x, y). and target data Xt is
gained from target domain distribution Pt (x, y) while their labels are not available. The goal
is learning a target representation (Mt ) and a classifier (Ct ) that can classify target data into
k classes in the test phase. Since learning without labels is impossible, domain adaptation
method learns a mapping of source representation (Ms) and uses source classifier (Cs), then
learns how to adapt that model for the target domain.

The main goal of adversarial domain adaptation methods is reducing the distance between
the source and target representations (Ms(Xs), Mt (Xt )). By achieving this goal, source
classifier (Cs) can be used for target representation. (C = Cs = Ct ) Since Ms is supposed
to be unchanged, source domain labels are used to learn the best Ms .

In this paper separate representations are used for the source and target data. Adversarial
learning part is learned only on Mt and source data distribution remains invariant. This
concept can be comparable with the GAN concept in which real data distribution remains
unchanged and generated data distribution is learned. Minimizing distance of the source
and target representations is related to minimizing the following adversarial functions: This
adversarial leaning uses non-saturating GAN loss as its optimizer [38].

min
Ms ,C

Lcls(Xs, Ys) = E(xs ,ys )∼(Xs ,Ys )

−
K∑

k=1

I[k = ys]logC(Ms)xs))min
D

LadvD(Xs, Xt , Ms, Mt ) =

− Exs∼Xs [logD(Ms(Xs))] − Ext∼Xt [log(1 − D(mt (xt ))]
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Fig. 3 The Adversarial discriminative domain adaptation (ADDA) architecture [71]

min
Ms ,Mt

LadvM (Xs, Xt , D)

= −Ext∼Xt [logD(Mt (xt ))] (1)

Where Ms is source representation mapping, and Cs is source classifier. Ms(Xs), Mt (Xt )

are source and target mapping distributions. The optimization process starts with optimizing
Lcls over Ms and using the labeled source data to train C . In second step, Ms is left fixed
while training Mt , thus LadvD and LadvM can be optimized. In testing step, target images
are fed into target encoder which is learned in adversarial step then classified by classifier
trained in first step.

3.1.2 Domain-Adversarial Training of Neural Networks (DANN)

Ganin et al. [11] proposed DANN in 2016. The goal of the DANN method is domain adap-
tation; the method extracts features in a way that are classified correctly while their source
or target domain is not recognizable.

The training is performed on labeled source data and un-labeled target data (unsuper-
vised domain adaptation). As training progress, discriminative labels and non discriminative
domains are followed up as the goal. This structure is provided by a deep neural network and
its combination with a GRL layer. Training is done through backpropagation like any other
deep structure.

In this paper the combination of domain adaptation and deep feature learning is addressed.
The purpose is domain adaptation in a way that features can be classified well while the same
features remain domain invariant. Thismeans that features are learnt which are discriminative
while their domains cannot be discriminated. This would be possible by optimizing features
for (1) label classifier that classifies classes, and (2) domain classifier that discriminates
between source and target domains. Domain classifier’s parameters are optimized in order
to minimize training error, while deep feature mapping parameters are optimized in order to
minimize loss of the label classifier and maximizing of the domain classifier. Maximizing
the domain classifier loss(discriminator) and minimizing the feature extractor loss is an
adversarial learning between domain classifier and extracted feature representation. Feature
extractor seeks to learn domain invariant features that canmake the discriminator to be fooled;
yet the discriminator tries to discriminate domains of features correctly.

These three learning processes are defined in a feed forward neural network. In the training
process, backpropagation algorithms are used based on stochastic gradient descent.

The proposed structure includes a deep feature extractor and a deep label classifier that
form a standard feed forward structure. Unsupervised domain adaptation is implemented by
adding a domain discriminator. Domain discriminator is connected to a GRL layer. During
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Fig. 4 The domain-adversarial neural network (DANN) structure [11]

Fig. 5 Sample of source and target from different datasets [11]

backpropagation GRL layer multiplies gradient by a negative value which results in maxi-
mizing discriminator loss; whereas through feed forward propagation minimizing classifier
loss for source data and minimizing discriminator loss for all source and target data is con-
sidered. GRL ensures that feature representations over the two domains are made similar; it
means features will be domain invariant. The results of the DANN method are investigated
on MNIST, SVHN, and Office benchmark datasets.

Samples of source and target domain pairs used in this article are shown in Figs. 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12.

By training DANN the following function is going to be optimized:

E ′(θ f ,θy ,θd ) = 1

n

n∑

i=1

Ly(Gy(G f (xi ; θ f ); θy), yi )

− λ

(
1

n

n∑

i=1

Ld(Gd(G f (xi ; θ f ); θd), di

)

+ 1

n′
N∑

i=n+1

Ld(Gd(G f (xi ; θ f ); θd), di )) (2)

Where G f (.; θ f ) is D-dimensional neural network feature extractor with parameter θ f .
AndGy(.; θy) is the label predictor of theDANN’s structurewith parameter θy . AndGd(.; θd)

indicates domain predictor of the neural network with parameter θd .
The goal of each component is like below: The parameters are optimized in order to

minimize the loss of the feature extractor and classifier with a fixed value of the domain
classifier’s parameters. And to maximize the loss of the domain classifier based on fixed
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Fig. 6 MADA structure [50]

Fig. 7 Structure of DADA algorithm [84]

parameters of the feature extractor and classifier.

(θ ′
f , θ

′
y) =argminθ f ,θy E(θ f , θy, θ

′
d)

θ ′
d =argmaxθd E(θ ′

f , θ
′y, θd) (3)

Gradients update would be as follow:

θ f ← θ f − μ

(
∂Li

y

∂θ f
− λ

∂Li
d

∂θ f

)
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Fig. 8 The proposed architecture of a class based domain adaptation technique [28]

Fig. 9 The proposed structure of UDA [5]

θy ← θy − μ

(
∂Li

y

∂θy

)

θd ← θd + μ

(
−λ

∂Li
d

∂θd

)
(4)

Such that μ is learning rate and λ is adaptation parameter.
The updates equations are similar to the stochastic gradient descent, and for a feed forward

deep neural network it includes a feature extractor that fed into label predictor and domain
classifier. The difference between the updates above and the SGD updates is that domain and
label predictor here are subtracted while in the SGD is being summed. Such reduction can
be presented by Gradient reversal layer which perform as an identity transformation in feed
forward propagation and multiplies by a -1 during back propagation. GRL is located between
feature extractor G f and domain classifier Gd . GRL is considered as a pseudo function that
its behavior is like below:
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Fig. 10 The architecture of the proposed RADA algorithm built on top of the plain DANN model [79]

Fig. 11 Training the source model [29]. In this step encoder and decoder are trained with source images. The
encoder extracts features of the source data and the decoder maps the extracted features to the embedding in
which the clusters are observable

Fig. 12 Training the target model. In this step we adversarialy adapt the encoded feature representation among
source and target features. In order to optimize the center magnet loss, we use centroids of the source clusters.
Target data labels are determined based on the label of the nearest source data [29]
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R(x) =x,

dR
dx

= − I , (5)

Where I is identity matrix.

3.2 Multi-class Discriminator

This category includes the proposed methods which explored the inter-class semantic rela-
tionships for domain adaptation. They point out that other methods based on single domain
discriminators will result in mode collapse.

3.2.1 Multi-Adversarial Domain Adaptation (MADA)

The proposed method is a multi-adversarial structure which tries to enable fine-grained
alignment of various data established on multiple domain discriminator, each for a class
where k is the number of classes.

In typical domain adaptation problem, the source and target domain of data distributions
include a complexmulti-state structure that in supervised learning this structure includes class
boundaries and in unsupervised learning it includes cluster boundaries. However, existing
adversarial learningmethods adapts data domain distributions without consideringmultistate
structure, and it doesn’t prevent negative transfer. The proposed MADA structure considers
the following challenges in domain adaptation: (1) enhancing positive transfer by maximally
matching multiclass structure on domain distribution of each domain, and (2) alleviating
negative transfer by preventing false adaptation of classes in different distributions across
domains.

Pei et al. [50] proposed a multi adversarial domain adaptation (MADA) which adapts
source and target distributions based on multistate domain discriminator. A discriminator is
assigned to each class. The purpose of this allocation is to reduce the negative transform and
prevent wrong classification. Each data is assigned to a discriminator by hard assignment in
order to prevent wrong classification of target data. Since each data is adapted to the most
relevant class. Irrelevant classes will not be placed in the relevant domain discriminators and
will be filtered. Studies showed that the proposed method outperform on standard domain
adaptation datasets.

Labeled data of source domain is used to consider multi-state structure for source and
target domain adaptation. The domain discriminator divides Gd into k classes, which is the
number of labels of source data. Gk

d , k = 1, . . . , k such that each k is each class for source
and target domain adaptation.

Since the target domain has no label, it is hard to decide about Gk
d domain discriminator

for each target data. It is investigated that output of label predictor y′
i = Gy(xi ) for each data

xi is distribution probability over the label space of k classes. Thus it is a good idea to use y′
i as

the probability that shows how much each data point xi belongs to the domain discriminator.
The attention of each data xi to domain discriminator Gk

d can be modeled through feature

weighting G f (xi ) with y′k
i probability. Applying it to all k domain discriminators Gk

d , k =
1, . . . , K we will have:
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Ld = 1

n

K∑

k=1

∑

xi∈Ds∪Dt

Lk
d(G

k
d(y

′k
i G f (xi )), di ) (6)

WhereGk
d is k-th domain discriminator, while Lk

d is its cross entropy loss and di is the domain
label of point xi .

Comparedwith the single-discriminator domain adversarial neural networks, the proposed
multi adversarial domain adaptation enables adaptation where each data xi is related only
to those domain discriminators with y′

i probability. The fine-grained adaptation may have
three benefits: (1) it prevents hard assignment to a single domain discriminator which leads
to inaccurate target domain data. (2) it prevents negative transform, since each data is adapted
to the most relevant class while irrelevant classes are filtered out by probabilities and won’t
be involved in the corresponding domain discriminators. (3) multiple domain discriminators
are trained by weighted probabilities, y′k

i G f (xi )which learn multiple domain discriminators
with different parameters θkd . These domain discriminators with different parameters enhance
positive transfer for each sample.

The objective function of multi adversarial domain adaptation is:
n = ns + nt and D = Ds ∪ Dt . λ is a hyper-parameter that trade-off two objective

functions of the problem. The optimized function is finding parameters θ ′
f , θ

′
y and θ ′k

d for
k = 1, . . . , K in a way to satisfy simultaneously both following loss functions:

3.2.2 Dual Adversarial Domain Adaptation(DADA)

Du et al. [84] proposed a method called Dual Adversarial Domain Adaptation (DADA). This
method simultaneously performs domain-level and class-level alignment using a common
discriminator. He proposed a mechanism based on multi-view learning [27] and domain
adaptation [58], including two discriminators which pit against each other. Furthermore,
SSL regularization is used to make the representations more discriminative.

In this article, Du referred to the adversarial domain adaptation methods which use a
minimax game between feature extractor and domain discriminator. He emphasizes that
these methods focus on domain-level distribution while class-level distribution matching
is not guaranteed. Then, class-level alignment methods are proposed. Some of them use
class-wise domain discriminators that each discriminator stands for one class [50] and some
of them use discriminators with k-dimensional output in which k is the number of classes
[79]. Furthermore, somemethods proposed structures including both domain-level and class-
level alignments in a single discriminator [28]. Experiments show that these methods can
preserve the multimodal information in the source and target domain [22]. To have binary
or k-dimensional output, many discriminators can be designed. Cicek et al. [5] proposed a
method that contains a discriminator with 2k-dimensional output that can discriminate both
class and domain information concurrently. The first k-dimensional outputs are the source
classes and the second k-dimensional outputs are the target classes.

Themethod includes three steps. In step 1, the feature extractor (G), the class predictor (F),
and the joint discriminators (D1, D2) are training using the source data. Source classification
loss and joint discriminators losses are minimized in this step. Its objective is shown as
below:

min
G,F,D1,D2

�sc(F) + λdsc1�dsc(D1) + λdsc2�dsc(D2) (7)
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In step 2, feature extractor is fixed while class predictor and joint discriminators are
updated using both source and target data. This step contains three sub objective functions,
the first one is minimizing the source and target classification loss of joint discriminators.
The second one is minimizing the source classification loss of the class predictor and also the
SSL regularization loss. The last one is maximizing the discrepancy between discriminators.
Objective function of this step is as follow:

min
F,D1,D2

�F + �D1 + �D2 − λd�d (8)

�D1 = λdsc1�dsc(D1) + λdtc1�dtc(D1) (9)

�D2 = λdsc2�dsc(D2) + λdtc2�dtc(D2) (10)

� f = �sc(F) + λsvat�svat (F) + λte�te(F)

+ λtvat�tvat (F) (11)

In step 3, the class predictor and joint discriminators are fixed while feature extractor is
updated using source and target data. Source and target alignment loss of joint discriminators
besides the discrepancy between discriminators are minimized in this step. The objective is
guided as follows:

min
G

λdsa1�dsa1(G) + λdta1�dta1(G)

+ λdsa2�dsa2(G) + λdta2�dta2(G)

+ λdld (12)

Step 2 and step 3 are repeated interchangeably.
According to the above objective functions, it is good to know some details. �dsc and �dtc

are single discriminator loss and target classification loss functions respectively shown as
below:

�dsc(D1) = E(xs ,ys )∼P�CE (D1(G(xs)), [ys, 0]) (13)

Where 0 is the zero vector tomake the last k joint probabilities 0 for source samples. Predicted
label for the target sample xt is:

ŷ = argmaxk f (xt )[k] (14)

And target classification loss is:

�dtc(D1) = Ext∼qt �CE (D1(xt ), [0, ŷt ]) (15)

The source classification loss of class predictor is shown as follow. This loss is used during
training to minimize the cross entropy loss.

�sc(F) =E(xs ,ys )∼P�CE ( f (x), y) (16)

�CE ( f (x), y) = − 〈y, log f (x)〉 (17)

Where CE is cross entropy loss and it is calculated with one hot ground-truth labels
y ∈ {0, 1}K

Source alignment loss of the joint discriminator for labeled source data is:

�dsa1(G) = E(xs ,ys )∼P�CE (D1(G(xs)), [0, ys])) (18)
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And target alignment loss of the joint discriminator by changing the pseudo labels from
[0, yt ] to [yt , 0] is defined as below:

�dta1(G) = Ext∼qt �CE (D1(G(xt )), [ŷt , 0]) (19)

Utilizing the absolute value of the difference between the probabilistic output is defined
as the two joint discriminators’ discrepancy.

d( fD1(x), fD2(x)) =
1

K

K∑

k=1

| fD1(x)[k] − fD2(x)[k] | (20)

Firstly, discriminators are trained to increase their discrepancy.

max
D1,D2

�d (21)

where

�d = Exs∼ps [d( fD1(xs), fD2(xs))]
+ Ext∼qt [d( fD1(xt ), fD2(xt ))] (22)

Then to make the two joint distributions similar, the feature extractor is trained and the
discrepancy for fixed discriminator is minimized.

min
G

�d (23)

The discrepancy between domains can be smaller by using SSL regularization. The class
predictor is trained to minimized the target entropy loss:

�te(F) = E(xt ,yt )∼q�E ( f (x)) (24)

Where �E ( f (x)) = −∑
k f (x)[k].log f (x)[k] Minimizing entropy is only applicable

to locally-Lipschitz classifiers [44]. It causes adding following virtual adversarial training
losses to the objective:

�svat (F) =Exs∼ps [max‖r‖≤ε
�CE ( fi (xs) | fi (xs + r))]

�tvat (F) =Ext∼qt [max‖r‖≤ε
�CE ( fi (xt ) | fi (xt + r))] (25)

The results of this method on the Office-31 dataset are shown that it outperforms the
methods which are compared with. It is compared with DANN and ADDA which only
consider domain-level alignment and this method outperforms them. Also, it outperforms
MADA which considers domain-level and class-level alignment. It uses a discriminator
responsible for each class while the DADA method uses 2k-dimensional discriminator for
classes.

3.2.3 Looking Back at Labels: A Class Based Domain Adaptation Technique (IDDA)

Kurmi et al. [28] proposed an adversarial model which contains a feature extractor, classifier
and informative discriminator. Unlike [10, 50] use binary discriminator, IDDA method uses
a multi-class discriminator. While binary discriminator is trained in a way to be fooled by
feature extractor, multi-class discriminator in the proposed method classify source samples
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with their labels and classify target samples with fake labels. Feature extractor is trained in
a way to misclassify target samples as one of the source labels. The multi-modal structure is
used to prevent misclassification of the source samples.

There are two objectives for training. First one is for minimizing label prediction loss on
the source data while optimizing the parameters of feature extractor. The second one is about
making the source and target extracted features indistinguishable.

loss(θ f , θy, θd) = 1

ns

∑

xi∈Ds

L y(Gy(G f (xi )), yi )+

λ

ns + nt

∑

xi∈Ds∪Dt

Ld(Gd(G f (xi )), di ) (26)

where

di =
{
yi , if xi ∈ Ds .

| C | +1, if xi ∈ Dt .
(27)

Where λ is used as a trade-off parameter, C is the number of the source classes, Ly and Ld

are respectively cross entropy loss as the classification loss and discriminator loss. Ds shows
the source domain and Dt indicates the target domain. G f , Gc, Gd are feature extractor,
classifier, and discriminator.

IDDA model is evaluated on datasets such as Office-31 [56], Office-Home datasets [73]
and Caltech- Bing datasets [1]. DAN [70], RTN [33], deep CORAL [65], I2I [45], Autodial
[3], CDAN[35], DRCN [12] and DAH [73] are the methods which IDDA compared with.

3.2.4 Unsupervised Domain Adaptation via Regularized Conditional Alignment (UDA)

Cicek et al. [5] proposed UDA method which aligns joint distribution. A two-folded label
space is proposed to improve target classification and domain confusion. The key idea of
this method is to use a 2k dimensional discriminator instead of using a binary discriminator.
It means that known source classes are assigned to the source domain and unknown target
classes are assigned to the target domain. In other words, the first k outputs are source classes
and the second k outputs are target classes. The feature extractor tries to fool the joint predictor
such that the classifier loss will be minimized between two samples from source and target
domains while the predicted target sample has the same label as the source sample. To align
the target samples to the joint predictor, pseudo labeling is used. Since the first k labels in
the joint predictor for target samples converge to zero, it is necessary to use semi-supervised
learning regularization (SSL).

The overall objective function is as follow:

Ladv(g) =λ jsa L jsa(g) + λ j ta L jta(g) (28)

L(g, h j , hc) =Ls(g, h j , hc) + λt Lt (g, h j , hc) (29)

Where

Ls(g, h j , hc) = Lsc( fc) + λsvat Lsvat ( fc)+
λ jscL jsc(h j )

Lt (g, h j , hc) = Lte( fc) + λtvat Ltvat ( fc)+
λ j tcL jtc(h j ) (30)
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The proposed method minimizes 1,and 2 interchangeably. The class predictor is written
for the labeled source data as follow:

Lsc( fc) = E(x,y)∼Ps �CE ( fc(x), y) (31)

Where �CE is cross entropy loss. The joint source classification loss is

L jsc(h j ) = E(x,y)∼Ps �CE (h j (g(x)), [y, 0]) (32)

Where 0 is the zero vector to make the last k joint probabilities 0 for source samples. And
joint target classification loss is as below:

L jtc(h j ) = Ex∼Pt
x
�CE (h j (g(x)), [0, ŷ]) (33)

Where ŷ is in place of ground-truth labels for target data. ŷ = ek and k = argmaxk fc(x)[k] =
argmaxkhc(g(x))[k]

The joint source alignment loss is minimized to train the encoder to make the joint label
from [y, 0] to [0, y]. It is shown as below:

L jsa(g) = E(x,y)∼Ps�CE (h j (g(x)), [0, y]) (34)

The joint target alignment loss is:

L jta(g) = Ex∼Pt
x
�CE (h j (g(x)), [ŷ, 0]) (35)

The encoder is trained to change the pseudo-labels from [0, ŷ] to [ŷ, 0] by minimizing the
loss function above. The target entropy loss is minimized by the training of class predictor:

Lte( fc) = Ex∼Pt
x
�E (hc(g(x))) (36)

Where

�E ( f (x)) := −〈 f (x), log f (x)〉 (37)

The regularization loss of Lipschitz condition [43, 44] on the source and target data are as
follows:

Lsvat ( fc) =E(x,y)∼Ps �V AT ( fc(x))

Ltvat ( fc) =Ex∼Pt
x
�V AT ( fc(x)) (38)

The results of theUDAmethod are comparedwithDANN [10],DRCN [12], kNN-Ad [61],
ATT [57], VADA [62], DIRT-T [62] and Co-DA [27]. The comparison shows it outperforms
other methods and has the second-best performance after Co-DA. MNIST [30], SVHN [46],
CIFAR10 [26], STL [6] and SYN-DIGITS [10] are the datasets used in its experiments.

3.2.5 Adversarial Domain Adaptation Being Aware of Class Relationships (RADA)

Wang et al. [79] proposed a novel relational-aware adversarial domain adaptation (RADA)
method inspired by rDNN [24] and based on DANN [11]. He believes that the inter-class
semantic relationship hasn’t been much considered. RADA method makes use of a single
multi-class domain discriminator in order to learn the inter-class dependencies. By training
the label predictor on source domain samples, inter-class dependencies are distinguished. So
there will be a discrepancy between inter-class dependencies evaluated from label predictor
and domain discriminator; that would be fine by implementing a regularization term. This
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method’s alignment provides class relationship awareness of the adversarial domain adap-
tation. The adversarial domain adaptation being aware of class relationships comprises two
phases; class relationships are modeled based on DNNs at first, then the class specific domain
discriminator is implemented.

The training objective is as below:

min
1

Ms

∑

xm∈Ds

L y(Gy(G f (xm)), ym)

+ λRLR + λadv

Ms + Mt

K∑

k=1

∑

xm∈Ds∪Dt

ỹkm L
k
D(G∗

d(R(G f (xm))), dm) (39)

Where λR is balancing parameter for relational aware regularization term.� is used to model
the inter-class dependency, it is interjected to adversarial training process to make adversarial
domain adaptation aware of class relationships. G f and Gy are extracted features to predict
class labels. G∗

d aligns the source and target data distirbutions. A regularization is designed
to minimize the discrepancy of class relationships between Gy and G∗

d as below:

d → y : LR = Tr(W [L]
y (W [L]T

d W [L]
d )−1W [L]T

y )

− dy
dd

{log det(W [L]T
y W [L

y ) − log det(W [L]T
d Wd [L])} (40)

And

y → d : LR = Tr(W [L]
d (W [L]T

y W [L]
y )−1W [L]T

d )

− dd
dy

{log det(W [L]T
d W [L

d ) − log det(W [L]T
y Wy[L])} (41)

These equations are consequenceof inserting�y and�d intoDKL (�y‖�d) = Tr(�−1
y �d)−

log det(�−1
y �d)−K and DKL(�d‖�y) = Tr(�−1

d �y)− log det(�−1
d �y)−K respectively

which minimize the divergence from �d to �y and �y to �d .

�y and �d are denoted as the precision metric regarding weight metrics W [L]
y and W [L]

d
of the output layers in Gy and G∗

d . Where

�y =dy(W
[L]T
y W [L]

y )−1

�d =dd(W
[L]T
d W [L]

d )−1 (42)

Where �y can be optimized by the training object:

min
�y

−dy log det(�y) + Tr(W [L]
y �yWy[L]T ;

s.t .�y � 0. (43)

And �d can be optimized by objective below:

min
�d

−dd log det(�d) + Tr(W [L]
d �dWd [L]T ;

s.t .�d � 0. (44)
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The mean classification accuracy of RADA method is compared with ResNet [20], TCA
[48], GFK [15], DDC [70], DAN [34], RTN [33], DANN [11], ADDA [71], JAN [37], JDDA
[4], CAN [86] and MADA [50] on ImageCLEF-DA and Office-31 datasets. Reports show it
provides comparable results.

3.3 Using Clustering

Metric-based methods are listed as the third category. These methods try to improve dis-
crimination of target representation by learning clusters. They are minimizing the distance
between cluster centers and target sample embeddings.

3.3.1 M-ADDA: Unsupervised Domain Adaptation with Deep Metric Learning

Sometimes due to unsupervised domain adaptation, some difficulties may come to emerge.
For instance, source and target feature representations are adapted but the data are mistakenly
placed close together and incorrectly classified. Metric based methods are proposed for
solving this problem.

In 2018, Issam et al. [29] proposed the M-ADDA method based on the ADDA method.
This method emphasizes tasks in unsupervised domain adaptation. It is shown that using
metric learning has been successful in different classification tasks [80]. Learning a metric
based on distance is metric learning methods’ goal; which brings examples with the same
labels close as much as possible and keep the samples with different labels apart as far as
possible. It can be both used in unsupervised learning methods such as clustering [83] and
supervised learning such as k-nearest neighbor algorithms [19].

Two basic steps of the M-ADDA model:

1. Source model is clustered based on metric learning on source dataset by triplet loss
function.

2. Source and target feature extracted distributions are adapted, and simultaneously pre-
dicted target dataset embeddings are formed as clusters.

Previous methods were discrepancy based, while recent studies show better domain adap-
tation performance of adversarial learning. Themethod is implemented onMNIST andUSPS
Digit datasets. It is shown that the method outperforms ADDA on MNIST and USPS Digit
datasets [81].

Training the Source Model The source model fθ s(.) with θS parameters is trained based
on triplet loss on source dataset:

L(θs) =
∑

(αi ,pi ,ni )

max(‖ fθ s(αi ) − fθ s(pi )‖2

− ‖ fθ s(αi ) − fθ s(ni )‖2
+ m, 0) (45)

In which αi is the anchor sample that is selected randomly. pi is a sample with the same
label as αi . And ni is a sample with a label different from αi . The above equation results in
approaching the samples αi to pi by the margin, m.

Training the Target Model In the training the target model section, cluster centroids of
source feature representations are considered asC.EachCcenter is a unique label of the source
dataset. The center is calculated using the average of the data in the source cluster belonging
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to a label. Then target model is trained by parameter θT and optimizing the following loss
functions:

L(θT , θD) = L A(θT E , θD) + LC (θT ) (46)

L A(θT E , θD) is the loss function of the adaptation section. And LC (θT ) is the center
magnet. The source model encoder parameters are shown by θS E and the target model
encoder parameters are shown by θT E . θD shows parameters of the discriminator model
which are used for adapting the source and target extracted features representation. (The
adversarial part):

L A(θTE , θD) =min
θD

max
θTE

−
∑

i∈S
logDθD (EθSE

(XSi )

−
∑

i∈T
log(1 − DθD (EθTE

(XTi ))) (47)

D(.) is the discriminator model to maximize the probability that the extracted features in
the source model came from the source dataset and the extracted features in the target model
came from the target dataset. In other words, discriminator D(.) tries to detect the domain of
extracted features correctly. The discriminator D(.) assigns greater values (approximately 1)
to the extracted features from the source domain and smaller values (approximately 0) to the
extracted features from the target domain.

Simultaneously target encoder is trained to make the discriminator to be fooled. This
adversarial learningmakes the extracted features EθSE

(XSi ) and EθTE
(XTi ) domain invariant.

In parallel center magnet loss is minimized:

LC (θT ) =
∑

i∈T
min
j

‖ fθT (xi ) − C j‖2 (48)

Which takes xi samples to the nearest center of cluster C. Since there are 10 classes inMNIST
dataset, there will be 10 cluster centroids. |C | = 10

This regularization causes the target data representation to form clusters similar to source
clusters. In fact, adding LC (θT ) loss function creates a better form of target clusters.

3.3.2 Domain-Invariant Adversarial Learning for Unsupervised Domain Adaption
(DIAL)

In existing adversarial-based domain adaptation methods, only marginal distribution adap-
tation through P(X) distribution is considered. However, in some previous studies the
conditional distribution P(Y |X) of the two domains might be different. Since there is no
label for target data, direct determination of P(Y |X) is challenging. Inspired by references
such as [36, 75], some pseudo labels for target samples are considered and class conditional
distribution P(X |Y ) will be explored which helps target features to be placed in correct
clusters.

In the previous studies, feature extractor component between source and target was sepa-
rated or partially tied, while a common feature extractor between source and target domain
is considered. Also by the proposed structure, feature representations of both domains are
learned simultaneously unlike previous methods where source features were fixed during
adaptation.
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Fig. 13 DIAL proposed structure for unsupervised domain adaptation [87]

Zhang et al. [87] Proposed DIALmethod in 2018. This is a simple but effectivemethod for
unsupervised domain adaptation. The method is inspired by the fact that humans recognize
an object correctly without knowing its domain. Domain-Invariant Adversarial Learning for
Unsupervised Domain Adaptionmethod includes an encoder, a classifier, and a discriminator
for both domain invariant and discriminative representations. Unlike models including two
separate [71] or partially tied feature extractor components for source and target domain [54],
DIAL shares an encoder between two domains, and there is no need to know the source of
images during the test.

Then extracted features are sent to the adversarial discriminator. Encoder and discrimina-
tor play a minimax game with the goal that the source of features cannot be discriminated. It
is expected the encoder learns domain invariant representations and ignores the domain spec-
ifications. Furthermore, to emphasize the power of discriminating feature representations, the
center loss is introduced using source domain labeled data.

Part One: Domain Invariant Feature Extraction In unsupervised domain adaptation,
domain invariant feature extraction is intended to reduce the effect of domain shifts.

As it is shown in Figs. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, images from source and target domains
are given to a common encoder and there is an aim to extract features which contain informa-
tion about the content of the image, namely domain invariant features. Here the adversarial
learning and a discriminator are adopted to discriminate which domain the extracted fea-
ture is from, and simultaneously encoder tries to extract indistinguishable features for the
discriminator. Adversarial loss would be as follow:

min
θE

max
θD

LGAN =
∑

xi∈XS

log(D(E(xi ))

+
∑

xi∈XT

log(1 − D(E(xi )) (49)

Where D(.) is the probability of being source domain predicted by discriminator D. θE and
θD are parameters of encoder E and discriminator D. XS and XT are distributions of samples
in the source and target domain. Although the input of the decoder is from two different
domains, the domain of extracted features cannot be distinguished by the discriminator. By
this limited condition, it is expected the encoder extracts the content information of images
and ignores the domain’s specification. In addition, a common encoder is used for a model of
source and target domain and there is no need to know the source of images during testing.

Part Two:Discriminative Feature ExtractionSince the source domain samples have labels,
it is possible to classify source domain features by classifier C which is a fully connected
softmax layer that its size depends on each task. Optimization function for classification of
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Fig. 14 Robust unsupervised domain adaptation architecture. Ys and Yd are source and domain labels. Latent
features for source, target and target cluster centroids are shown by Zs , Zt and Zc . Model blocks are indicated
by rectangles and losses by eclipses [78]

Fig. 15 Features before and after target generation. Orange and blue items show source and target features
respectively. The dotted line is the boundary separating the source and the target, learned by the discriminator.
Arrows shows the direction of the adaptation.After target generation, discriminator illustrates a softer boundary
for target domain. Since target samples tend to be moved vertically relative to the boundary through gradient
updates, this change can reduce the impact of negative transfer from the target toward outlier source classes
[78]

labeled source data is defined as below:

min
θE ,θC

LS =
∑

(xi ,yi )∼(XS ,YS)

H(C(E(xi )), yi ) (50)

Where H(.) is cross entropy losswhich is used in the softmax layer. XS andYS are respectively
data distribution and labels in the source domain. θC shows classifier parameters.

Moreover, it is important to preserve discriminative feature representation during domain
adaptation. Although the source and target domain distributions are adapted, some instances
might be placed in the wrong interclass space, which introduces the need to learn discrimina-
tive features. There are different methods for learning discriminative features, such as triplet
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Fig. 16 DAuto. A modified model of DANN [88]

Fig. 17 DIFA training. The solid line indicate that the module is training. Dash lines indicate that the module
has been trained in the previous steps. All of the modules are neural networks. Panels in the dash boxes are:
left one, indicating feature generation, and the right shows predicting labels of source and target data with
pre-trained encoder and pre-trained classifier [75]

Fig. 18 The structure of discriminative adversarial domain adaptation (DADA) [66]

loss [60], the contrastive loss [64] and the center loss [81]. Both triplet loss and contrastive
loss require the creation of a large number of pairs of images and the calculation of the
distance between the images of each pair that are computationally complex. Therefore, in
this study, center loss is introduced which can be easily combined with classification loss.
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Fig. 19 t-SNE plot of the feature domains for SVHN→MNIST. ADDA is shown in the left Fig and “Discrim-
inative clustering for Robust Unsupervised Domain Adaptation” in the right [78]

The following loss function is used to cluster features belong to a class for labeled source
domain samples:

min
θE

LS =
∑

(xi ,yi )∼(XS ,YS)

‖E(xi ) − Cyi ‖22 (51)

Where Cyi is a d-dimensional vector representing the center of the yi − th class. Ideally,
center of each class is calculated based on all features of samples belong to the class. But
since the model is optimized for each mini-batch, it is difficult to compute the average of all
samples. So at first the center of the class is initialized by the batch in the first iteration, and
then centers are updated with the following strategy:

Ct+1
k = Ct

k − λ	ctk, k = 1, ..., K (52)

Where Ct
K is the center of k-th class in t-th iteration. γ is the learning rate for updates of

centers. K is the number of classes.

	Ct
k =

∑
(xi ,yi )∈β t 1(yi = k)(Ct

k − E(xi ))

1 + Nk
(53)

And β t shows mini-batch in t-th iteration. 1(.) is an indicator function. Nk is the number
of samples in the β t batch which belongs to class k:

Nk =
∑

(xi ,yi )∈β t

1(yi = k) (54)

Part Three: Conditional Distribution Alignment
To maintain domain invariance, center loss used for source data is also used for target data to
enforce them into the clusters. After applying Lct loss function, the number of misclustered
points decreases, and more points are placed in the appropriate space. This is because of
the conditional distribution P(Y |X) which leads target data to correct clusters due to cor-
rect labels. But since target data don’t have labels, P(Y |X) cannot be used. By using class
conditional distribution, pseudo labels are allocated to target data. Then source classifier is
applied to target data. To find out how well it worked, the center loss is used. However, in
the center loss computation procedure, not all predicted labels are useful. Rather, just a part
of the data is considered that its probability to belong to a predicted class is more than a
particular threshold. Therefore, for un-labeled samples in the target domain, a pseudo label
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that is predicted by a source classifier is allocated to a sample. Center loss for target domain
is defined as below:

min
θE

Lct =
∑

xi∈φ(Xt )

‖E(xi ) − cŷi ‖22 (55)

Where ŷi is a predicted label of xi by the classifier C. Since not all predicted labels are
necessarily correct, Lct is computed only on φ(Xt ) that is a subset of xi :

φ(Xt ) = {xi |xi ∈ Xtand max(p(xi )) ≥ T } (56)

Where p(xi ) is a k-dimensional vectorwith the i-th dimension that is the predicted probability
of belonging to the i-th class. max(p(xi )) is the probability sample xi belongs to a class. T
is the threshold. Thus, the samples of target domain are expected to get in the corresponding
clusters.

Total objective function of the model would be as follow:

min
θE ,θc

max
θD

LGAN + αLs + β1Lcs + β2Lct (57)

α, β1 and beta2 are weighted parameters.

3.3.3 Discriminative Clustering for Robust Unsupervised Domain Adaptation

Wang et al. [78] Proposed the discriminative clustering for robust unsupervised domain
adaptation method in 2019. In this paper it is explained that ADDA and DANN domain
adaptation methods are performed on the assumption that the source and target domain
distributions are balanced, which means source and target domain labels are equal (ys = yt )
and the probability of labels are equal also (P(ys) = P(yt )). But domain adaptation is
possible in the other two spaces. Imbalanced domain adaptation, that have equal labels in
the source and target domain while their probabilities are different. It means that data with a
specific label is seen in different values in the source domain and the target. Partial domain
adaptation, that target labels are a subset of source labels (yt ⊂ ys). The purpose of this
paper is to extend domain adaptation to imbalanced and partial setting in addition to balanced
scenario [49].

An important part of the representation, is improvement the ability to recognize target
latent representation simultaneously with (1) learning tightly clustered target representation,
(2) Emphasizing that each cluster is assigned to a unique and different classes of the source
domain. And (3) minimizing the distance of the source and target representation through
distribution adaptation. Studies showed that these three metrics reduce the effect of negative
transform in partial and imbalanced domain adaptation tasks. And generally, the proposed
method yielded good results in all three scenarios.

The unsupervised domain invariant proposed model is trained by classification on the
source data P(Ys = k|Zs) = C(Zs), k = 1, 2, ..., Ks . While the classifier is optimized,
source encoder will be used beside pre-trained source classifier to adapt domains. At this
step, the adaptation is due to updates of discriminator, target encoder and cluster centroids
with regard to objective functions.

A discriminator is considered to have latent features which possess no information
about the difference of source and target domain and it just has information about labels
p(Ydomain = s|Zd) = D(Zd), where Zd is about source and target domain d ∈ s, t , and
Ydomain indicates being from source or target domain Ydomain ∈ s, t .
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This means that learning a discriminator is desirable which considers label 1 for the source
domain (p(Ydomain = s|Zs) = D(Zs) → 1) and label 0 for target domain (p(Ydomain =
s|Zt ) = D(Zt ) → 0). This discriminator is obtained through adversarial learning of ADDA
method. Furthermore, we want to set the target latent representation Zt to clusters to the
number of source classes Ks . Centers of clusters are shown by Zc for c = 1, 2, ..., Ks .

The objective function of thismodel is as below consist of five terms, namely, classification
Lcla , adversarial Ladv , encoder Lenc, clustering Ldec and dissimilarity Ldis .

Classification Objective Function Supervised models include source encoder Zs =
Es(Xs) and classifier P(Ys = k|Zs) = C(Zs) for k = 1, 2, ..., Ks . These two compo-
nents are pre-trained on source data {Xs, Ys}Ns

s=1 through maximizing the following objective
function:

Lcla = E(x,y)∼P(Xs ,Ys )[yT log{C(Es(x))}] (58)

Where y is Ks-dimensional one-hot vector representation for source labels Ys . C(Zs) has
softmax activation function; and P(Xs, Ys) is the source domain joint distribution. After
training on source dataset, Es(Xs) and C(Zs) will be maintained fixed during adaptation.

Adversarial Objective Function To minimize the impact of variation caused by differ-
ence of source and target domain, a standard adversarial objective function is used, Ladv .
Discriminator D(.) is trained by maximizing the following objective function:

Ladv =Ex∼p(Xs )logD(Es(x))

+ Ex∼p(Xt )log(1 − D(Et (x)) (59)

Where p(Xs) and p(Xt ) are source and target marginal distribution. The following objective
function is maximized over target encoder separately for generator:

Lenc = Ex∼p(Xt )logD(Et (x)) (60)

Clustering Objective Function It is assumed that in latent space, there are k clusters which is
equal to the number of distinct labels of source domain (K = Ks). Centroids of the clusters
are indicated as Zc where c = 1, 2, ..., Ks . Citing the article Deep Unsupervised Embedding,
the following KL divergence [89] is minimized as clustering objective function:

Ldec = K L(P‖Q) =
N∑

i=1

Ks∑

c=1

piclog
pic
qic

(61)

Where Q and P are respectively soft assignment and auxiliary distributions. Student’s t
distribution with α degrees of freedom [49] is used as soft assignment for Q:

qic = (1 + ‖Zi−Zc‖2
α

)− α+1
2

∑
c′(1 + ‖Zi−Zc′ ‖2

α
)− α+1

2

(62)

Where qic estimates the probability of belonging sample i to cluster c. For all experiments,
α = 1 is set.

For the auxiliary distribution P, tightness of clusters are encouraged by raising qic to the
power of 2 and normalizing:

pic = q2ic/ fc∑
c′ q2ic′/ fc

(63)
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Where fc = ∑
i qic.pic above equation naturally leads to the self-reinforcement mechanism

that encourage latent features Zt to get close to the cluster centroids {Zc}Ks
c=1. In the experi-

ments, for the balanced and imbalanced adaptations, Ks each cluster centroid Zc is initialized
by the mean of target samples in latent representation, and they are predicted by classifier
C(.) as class c where c = 1, 2, ..., Ks . So each cluster is known with one of the labels in the
source domain.

Cluster Dissimilarity Objective Function One of the limitations of the above clustering
objective function is that while it emphasizes clusters to be tight, but not necessarily empha-
sizes their purity. Cluster purity means each cluster includes samples from one specific class.
Furthermore, it may result in domain collapse, meaning that clusters of a singular class place
close together. To avoid these problems, it is desired to find a cluster-level solution that can
predict centroids of different clusters as different classes. So A = [C(Z1) . . .C(ZKs )] is
defined as a Ks ∗ Ks matrix, its columns are label prediction distributions for Ks centroid of
cluster Zc using classifier C(Zc). Then cluster dissimilarity objective function is minimized
as follow:

Ldis = ‖AT A − I‖F (64)

Where ‖.‖F is the Frobenius norm. based on the function above, AT A inputs are the similarity
of the probability of class membership for all pairs of cluster centroids. It is assumed that
AT A diagonal values force A columns to have unit norms. As a result, column A which
represents the probability vectors will change into one-hot vectors. Minimizing the objective
function will lead the Ks one-hot vector to be the membership vector of different predicted
classes. Each cluster centroid will be allocated to a different class with high probability. The
objective function will be as follow:

Ldis = (
∑

c

∑

j �=i

(aTc a j )
2)

1
2 (65)

Where ac = C(Zc) is a column of A, and it is compared with Ldis = ‖AT A − I‖F . The
diagonal elements of AT A are not considered, since experiments resulted in more stabilize
training with excluding diagonal elements.

• Partial domain adaptation:

In this type of adaptation, it is necessary to know the number of clusters (K) to initialize
the center of clusters. Based on the previous assumption K = Ks , so source and target
domains share the same label space. Although this assumption is not correct in partial domain
adaptation since the correct number of target classes Kt are unknown. If k is considered a
value between Ks and Kt (Kt < K < Ks), at least one cluster will be assigned to one of the
labels in the source, not the target. Therefore, it seems difficult to guess the number of target
classes.

A simple strategy is presented instead of trying to estimate the number of Kt , which
includes target generation with several source data. In can be seen in Fig. 14 especially when
a mini-batch of target data is used to update parameters of the model {θEt , θD, Zc}, data
are generated by a sample of source data. For example, 50% of minibatch includes samples
from the target and 50% of minibatch includes samples from source domain (without using
labels). In this case, it is important to make sure that generated target data have instances from
all classes of the source domain. As a result, partial domain adaptation will be converted to
pseudo unbalanced domain adaptation, so that Kt = K = Ks , which would be appropriate
for the rule we considered.
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3.4 Auto-Encoder Regularizer

This category indicates a method which is motivated by stacked denoising auto-encoder. It
added auto-encoder as a regularizer to force feature learning part to become robust.

3.4.1 Domain Adaptation with Adversarial Neural Networks and Auto-encoders
(Dauto)

Zhao et al. [88] proposed the Dauto method based on DANN and denoising auto-encoder.
DANN and denoising auto-encoder are the representation learning methods with different
objective function. In the proposed method denoising auto-encoder is used as a regularizer to
make features noise invariant. The goal is to learn feature representations that are invariant
to the shift of source and target domains. In this method, labeled source data are available
while the number of labeled target data is scarce.

The design combines two domain adaptation methods into a single framework. Twometh-
ods are representation based adversarial learning and auto-encoder is used for unsupervised
pre-training. The proposed structure combines the advantages of both methods and results
in a better generalization of the target domain.

The experiments are done based on Amazon benchmark for sentiment analysis. The pro-
posedmodel is comparedwith similarmethods and is shown that themodel hasmore accurate
classification than other methods. While in standard computational learning theory structure,
train and test samples are extracted from a common distribution.

In this method, a situation is examined which contains two domains; the source and the
target domains. Source domain has lots of labeled data while target domain has scarce labeled
data. The goal of the domain adaptation algorithm is to generalize lots of source labeled data
to the target domain. In this method domain adaptation problem solving is followed by a
unified framework based on recent adversarial networks’ advances. One solution is to develop
domain invariant feature representations which have similar source and target distributions.
Another solution is invariant feature representation through a stacked denoising auto encoder
[74]. The encoders are neural networks that have an auto-encoder in each layer. It’s proven
that both of these methods are effective for generalizing learning unlabeled target data with
the help of source labeled data. Both of the methods are representation based with different
objective functions [88].

In this paper a unit neural network is proposed; it can learn invariant representations on
the source and target domain shift and it is also reconstruction loss invariant. The model is
based on DANN. The goal of the DANNmethod is learning representations that have enough
information for source domain learning task and are simultaneously invariant to source and
target domain shift. Being invariant to domain shift means the same information of the source
domain can be used for the target domain as well. In this paper, the proposed method adds
an auxiliary auto-encoder component to the structure which leads to learning representations
as an unsupervised regularizer. The proposed model combines two complementary methods
into a single structure. It is designed to achieve the following three goals simultaneously: (1)
It learns representations that have useful information for the main learning task of the source
domain. (2) It learns domain invariant features to be indistinguishable into source and target
domains. (3) It is able to reconstruct the original input samples. To validate the effect of
the proposed method on domain adaptation, the model is compared with the similar models
on the Amazon Benchmark dataset for sentiment analysis. It is shown that while the model
bears some computational overhead, it outperforms the compared models. DAuto structure
has four main components. Feature extractor with θ f parameter which is shown in green
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in the Fig. 16. classification component with θy that is shown in blue. Domain classifier
(discriminator) with θd parameter that is shown in red. And auto-encoder component with θr
parameters is shown in purple. Feature extractor provides a common representation for all
other components and then gradients obtained from the classification, domain classification,
and auto-encoder are combined to update parameters of the feature learning part.

G f (.; θ f ) feature learning component. Which map input samples from R
d to hidden

representation RD .
Gy(.; θy): classification component which is a function from R

D to output representation
	k when prediction has k classes.

Gd(.; θd): domain classification component which is a function from R
D to [0,1] repre-

sentation.
Gr (.; θr ): auto-encoder component. The decoding function is R

D → R
d . While the

G f (.; θ f ) is the encoding function. Gr (.; θr ) has the same structure as G f (.; θ f ). x , f (1),
f (2), f (3) are input samples, first layer, second layer, and third layer of feature extractor neural
network. f ′(3), f ′(2), f ′(1),x are reconstructed features and reconstructed input samples from
auto-encoder. For example, suppose the training part of the representation consists of three
fc layers; the first layer has 100 units, the second layer has 200 and the third layer has 300
units. Therefore, the decoding section has exactly 300, 200 and 100 units. According to the
design, the reconstruction loss function is defined as the regularizer of the DAuto model is
as below:

Lr = 1

2n

n∑

i=1

Lr (xi ; θ f , θr )

+ 1

2n

2n∑

i=n+1

Lr (xi ; θ f , θr ) (66)

The first n samples come from the source domain and second, n samples are from the
target domain.

According to the layers, reconstruction loss is defined as below:

Lr (x; θ f , θr ) = ‖x ′ − x‖22
+ ‖ f ′(1) − f (1)‖22
+ ‖ f ′(2) − f (2)‖22
+ ‖ f ′(3) − f (3)‖22 (67)

Squared L2 distance is used as reconstruction loss; (other distance metrics can also be
used.). keep in mind Lr is depended on θ f , since reconstructed hidden features are obtained
from last layer of the encoder. This means, the decoder input features are output features of
the feature extractor. When maximum information of data is preserved during encoding, the
reconstruction loss is minimized. Finally, reconstruction loss is added to objective function:

min
θ f ,θy ,θr

max
θd

1

n

n∑

i=1

Ly(xi , yi ; θ f , θy)

− λ

(
1

2n

n∑

i=1

Ld(xi ; θ f , θd)
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+ 1

2n

2n∑

i=n+1

Ld(xi ; θ f , θd)

)

+ μ

(
1

2n

n∑

i=1

Lr (xi ; θ f , θr )

+ 1

2n

2n∑

i=n+1

Lr (xi ; θ f , θr )

)
(68)

Note that second and third terms, Ld and Lr are considered as regularizers. This helps to
learn feature representations that are informative for the main learning task while they are
domain invariant feature representations at the same time.

3.5 Feature Augmentation

This category includes a generative adversarial method that used GANs to perform feature
augmentation. This technique is used to improve the usage of GAN in unsupervised domain
adaptation framework.

3.5.1 Adversarial Feature Augmentation for Unsupervised Domain Adaptation (DIFA)

Volpi et al. [75] proposed the DIFA method in 2018. This method has three steps in the
training part in order to classify source and target data. Then in the test section, source and
target data are given to pre-trained encoder,and labels of data are predicted by the classifier
which is pre-trained in step 0. This paper’s goal is expanding the following framework: (1)
The trained extracted features should be domain invariant, and (2) Its training should be
during feature augmentation. While the data augmentation is a well-established technique
in the field of deep learning, feature augmentation has not yet reached that position. In this
paper features are generated through a feature generator which is trained in a minimax game
between GAN and source features. The results showed that both objectives, namely feature
generation and being domain invariant has better or comparable performance compared to
other unsupervised domain adaptation methods.

More specifically, features are generated through a feature generator trained by condi-
tional GAN (CGAN) [41]. Minimax game is played with features instead of images and
makes it possible to generate features based on the desired class. So CGAN generator can
learn class distributions in feature space, therefore, generate the desired number of labeled
feature vectors. The results of this study show that forcing to be domain invariant and feature
generation in unsupervised domain adaptation leads to an increase in classifier accuracy.

The invariant feature extractor is inspired by theADDAmethod, but it has two fundamental
differences. First, the minimax game is played with generated features from the pre-trained
model which results in feature generation. Second, the feature extractor component is trained
to perform correctly on the source and target samples which means being domain invariant.

The proposed method: The goal of the method is to train a feature extractor component
EI . Its training procedure becomes more robust by generating source data in the feature
space. The training procedure has three steps which are shown in Fig. 17. In step 0, a feature
extractor component is trained based on source data (C ◦ES). This step is necessary because a
reference feature space and a reference classifier is needed. ES is a ConvNet feature extractor
component and C is a fully connected softmax layer whose size depends on the problem.
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The following cross entropy loss should be minimized:

min
θES ,θC

L0 = E(xi ,yi )∼(XS ,YS)H(C ◦ ES(xi ), yi ) (69)

θES , θC are ES and C parameters. XS, YS are source samples distributions xi and source
labels yi respectively. H indicated softmax cross entropy function.

In step 1,Model S is trained to generate features similar to the source features. It is possible
to train it through minimax game between GAN and the extracted features from ES . Using
CGAN structure, the minimax game is defined as below:

min
θS

max
θD1

L1 =
E(z,yi )∼(Pz(z),YS)‖D1(S(z‖yi )‖yi ) − 1‖2

+ E(xi ,yi )∼(XS ,YS)D‖1(ES(Xi )‖yi )‖2 (70)

θS, θD1 are D1 and S parameters. Pz (z) is a distribution from which noise samples are
taken from. The least square GANs is used in this step and the next since it had better stability
[40].

Eventually, in step 2, it is possible to train a domain invariant feature extractor component
EI . This training is possible through a minimax game between GAN and the extracted
features from S. Then this module is combined with the pre-trained softmax layer (classifier)
(C ◦ EI ) so that the results can be checked on both source and target samples. All modules
are neural networks that are trained by backpropagation [55]

EI domain invariant encoder is trained through the following minimax game:

min
θEI

max
θD2

L2 =

Exi∼(Xs ,Xt )‖D2(EI (xi )) − 1‖2
+ E(z,yi )∼(Pz(z),YS)‖D2(S(z‖yi ))‖2 (71)

θE I , θD2 are EI and D2 parameters. Since EI is trained by both source and target domains,
the feature extractor component would be domain invariant. This component maps source
and target samples to a common feature space in which the features are indiscriminative from
those generated by S. In order to generate indistinguishable features from source features,
the EI feature extractor component should be combined with the classifier layer of step 0
(C):

ỹi = C ◦ EI (xi ) (72)

xi is source and target data and ỹi is obtained labels.

3.6 Integrated Category and Domain Classifiers

The category includes a method that proposed an integrated category and domain classifier.
It points out that the separate design of task and domain classifier has some shortcomings
which this method outperforms them.

3.6.1 Discriminative Adversarial Domain Adaptation (DADA)

Tang et al. [66] referring to the DAN and DANN as examples of domain adversarial learning
methods believes that separate design of domain classifiers and tasks cause a mode collapse.
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Mode collapse happens when there is not good alignment of feature and category across the
source domain and target domain. This limits the methods in aligning features’ and tasks’
distributions however they performwell in domain shift reduction. To solve this limitation, he
proposed the discriminative adversarial domain adaptation (DADA) method. [28] proposed
integrated models including tasks and domain classifiers in order to resolve the problem. To
advance this path, based on this model’s classifier Tang proposed the DADA model. The
adversarial objective of DADA leads to discriminative mutual action between domain and
category predictions. Tran et al. [69] implicitly aligns the joint distributions while DADA
explicitly aligns them which results in target classification improvement.

The objective is as following minimax:

min
F

LF =λ(Ls + Lt
F ) − Lt

em

max
G

LG =λ(Ls + Lt
G) − Lt

em (73)

Where λ is the trade-off hyper-parameter. The proposed source discriminator adversarial loss
is inspired by binary cross entropy loss; it is shown as below:

Ls(G, F) = − 1

ns

ns∑

i=1

[(1 − pK+1(x
s
i ))logpysi (x

s
i )

+ pK+1(x
s
i )log(1 − pysi (x

s
i ))] (74)

Where it establishes a relation between pys (xs) of the prediction on the true category of xs

and pk+1(xs) of the prediction on the domain of xs . By using categorical probabilities, a
target discriminative adversarial loss based on the integrated classifier. (F) is proposed as
below:

Lt
F (G, F) = − 1

nt

nt∑

j=1

K∑

k=1

p̄k(x
t
j )log p̂

k
K+1(x

t
j )

Lt
G(G, F) = 1

nt

nt∑

j=1

K∑

k=1

p̄k(x
t
j )log(1 − p̂kK+1(x

t
j )) (75)

Where the k′th element of the vector p̂k for the kth category is written as follows:

p̂kk′(x) =
{

pk′(x)
pk (x)+pk+1(x)

, k′ = k, K + 1

0, otherwise
(76)

Entropy minimization principle is as follow [16]:

Lt
em(G, F) = 1

nt

nt∑

j=1

H( p̄(xtj )) (77)

Where H(.) computes the entropy. Combination of 74 and 75 and 77 gives the proposed
DADA objective.

Results of DADA method on Office-31 dataset is compared with No-adaptation,
DANN,and DANN-CA, the proposed method is also compared with No-adaptation [20],
DAN [13], DANN [11], DANN-CA [69], ADDA [71], MADA [50], VADA [62], GTA [59],
MCD [58], and some other methods on Syn2Real-C dataset [52].
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4 Results

The reviewed adversarial methods are categorized as shown in Table 1 based on their
approaches. The performance of the reviewed methods, which has been experimented on
two domain adaptation benchmark datasets namely Digit dataset and Office-31, are directly
copied to Tables 2 and 3 respectively. Since we follow the experimental settings of the
reviewed methods, we directly copied the results from corresponding papers. Their results
demonstrate that some methods had improvement in comparison with others. The row of
“source” in Tables 2 and 3 is a criterion which the accuracy values of the reviewed methods
are compared. It reports the accuracies on target data based on training a classifier on the
source data without applying any domain adaptation techniques.

Results onDigital classification For experiments onDigit datasets, the proposed approaches
are comparedwith state-of-the-art methods. The results shown in Table 2 is verified due to the
comparison of proposedmethods and state-of-the-art methods. Non adapted classifier trained
on the source data and the accuracies on target data indicates the source row of the table. The
results of approaches are copied from published articles to observe correct comparison. As it
is shown in Table 2, the method “Discriminative clustering for robust unsupervised domain
adaptation” outperforms other methods in two direction adaptations. MNIST → USPS, and
USPS→MNIST. Its average accuracy in all the directions shows 0.965 that is a bit higher
than DIAL which its accuracy is 0.960.

Results on Office-31 In contrast to the large dataset of digital classification, the Office-31
has small number of data on both source and target domains. As shown on Table 3, DIAL
method outperforms other proposedmethodswith average accuracy 0.868.AsDIAL achieves
comparable results to state-of-the-art methods on all six directions of adaptation; it shows
that the method can be effective even with small number of samples. To have fair comparison
of methods, the results of fine-tuning the AlexNet are shown on Table 3, and also since we
want to compare experimental results, the accuracies are copied from corresponding articles.

Superior performance of DIAL on A→W and A→D tasks indicating improvement since
their samples of the source and target domains are very different. While DIAL reached the
accuracies 0.917 and 0.893 respectively on tasks mentioned, the second best performance is
related to IDDA method which achieves the accuracy 0.822 on A→W and 0.824 on A→D.
The gap demonstrating how well DIAL performed. It also outperformed on W→A and
D→A tasks where the size of the source domain is very small. The second best performance
on these tasks is the “Discriminative clustering for robust unsupervised domain adaptation”
method. As it is shown on Table 3, “Discriminative clustering for robust unsupervised domain
adaptation” reached 0.595 accuracy on W→A task and 0.553 on D→A task which are
improved to 0.714 and 0.717 respectively in DIAL method.

Since the t-sne visualization of data distribution is not shown on a common task and
common dataset for all the reviewed papers, it is not possible to compare their t-sne plots
which are shown in the articles. For instance, DIAL indicates the t-sne visualization for
A→D task on Office-31 dataset, while DIFA plotted t-sne visualization for Digit datasets,
and DADA (Dual) showed t-sne visualization of features of task A→WonOffice-31 dataset.
In case of having powerful computers and enough time, it can be a good criterion for a
visualized comparison. Although two outperformed methods are depicted in Figs. 19 and 20.
Figure 19 shows the t-sne embedding of “Discriminative clustering for Robust Unsupervised
Domain Adaptation” which has better performance in comparison with “ADDA” on Digit
dataset benchmark which consists of 10 classes from digits 0–9 but with different styles
for task MNIST→USPS. Figure 20 illustrates the t-sne visualization of DIAL adaptation
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Table 2 Accuracy on Digit datasets for unsupervised domain adaptation

Method MNIST→USPS USPS→MNIST SVHN→MNIST Avg

Source 0.771 0.634 0.598 0.667

ADDA 0.894 0.901 0.760 0.851

DANN 0.771 0.730 0.739 0.746

M-ADDA 0.952 0.940 – 0.630

DIFA 0.923 0.897 0.897 0.905

UDA – – 0.993 0.331

DIAL 0.950 0.972 0.958 0.960

Robust UDA5 0.952 0.979 0.965 0.965

Table 3 Accuracy on Office-31 for unsupervised domain adaptation (AlexNet)

Method A→W D→W W→D A→D D→A W→A Avg

Source 0.629 0.951 0.982 0.604 0.504 0.477 0.691

ADDA 0.751 0.970 0.996 0.677 0.525 0.573 0.748

DANN 0.730 0.964 0.992 0.719 0.507 0.535 0.741

MADA 0.785 0.998 1 0.741 0.560 0.545 0.771

IDDA 0.822 0.998 1 0.824 0.541 0.525 0.785

DIAL 0.917 0.971 0.998 0.893 0.717 0.714 0.868

Robust UDA8 0.810 0.979 0.998 0.727 0.553 0.595 0.777

on Office dataset for A→D task, where “A” refers to Amazon domain (downloaded from
Amazon.com), and “D” refers to DSLR domain (collected by a digital SLR camera). Both
domains possess 31 classes; including backpack, pen, bike, bookcase, monitor, etc. For this
task, as it is shown in Table 3, “DIAL” has the best accuracy among others.

Considering all shown accuracies, it is valuable to point out the desired performance.
Although the proposed methods outperform state-of-the-art methods, it is important to reach
superior performance on both Digit dataset and Office-31 on all directions and even on more
benchmark datasets.

5 Conclusion

Amodel which is well-trained with a lot of data cannot be generalized from new data in case
of domain shift existence. Domain adaptation methods reduce the effect of domain shift.
Proposed domain shift reduction methods divide into three main categories: discrepancy-
based methods, reconstruction-based methods, and adversarial domain adaptation methods.
Adversarial domain adaptation method tries reducing the distance between two domains by
the adversarial learning algorithm and with the help of a domain discriminator.

Adversarial domain adaptationmethods are divided into two categories, generativemodels
and non-generative models. Although generative models generate data close to real data but
only in the case of existing slight differences in domains can have good discriminating
performance; however, non-generative models propose better performance in the face of
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Fig. 20 The t-SNE visualization of features extracted by model for A→D task. Left Fig shows the distribution
from category perspective and each color represents one class. Right Fig shows the distribution from domain
perspective and points in red color represents samples from the source domain and blue points are samples
from target domain [87]

greater domain differences. In this survey, we reviewed the articles proposed in the field of
adversarial domain adaptation, and we had insight into their proposed structures.

Adversarial domain adaptation is formed based on the generative adversarial networks
method which is made up of two networks competing against each other. In domain adapta-
tion, GAN’s principle is changed how a network extracts features that domain discriminator
can be fooled while the discriminator is trying to discriminate data domains correctly as an
opponent network in minimax game. Adversarial learning methods are promising methods
for training deep neural networks. This method is able to generate samples within diverse
domains, and it can also improve the ability to discriminate samples despite domain shift
or data variation. Tzeng proposed a generalized structure for adversarial domain adapta-
tion. Based on this structure, the proposed architecture would be unique by answering three
questions. Is it a generator model or a discriminator model? Is feature extractor with weight
sharing or without weight sharing? Which adversarial objective function is used?

Ganin et al. [11] proposed DANN method based on combining domain adaptation and
deep feature learning within one training process. Tzeng et al. [71] proposed ADDA which
was introduced an effective model among other competing domain-adversarial methods.
Although its prior generative models showed persuasive visualizations, they hadn’t opti-
mal discriminative tasks and could be adapted to limited small shifts. On the other hand,
prior discriminative models could handle some large domain shifts while didn’t exploit a
GAN-based loss. These two approaches are a forerunner among other adversarial domain
adaptation methods. ADDA is surprisingly simple. The adaptation component of DANN
can be added easily to any feed forward neural network model that is also trainable with
back propagation. The main limitation of DIFA is similar to the limitation which exists in
DANN and ADDA methods. Practically these methods make source and target features to
be domain indistinguishable, while they don’t guarantee that target samples will be mapped
in the correct region of feature spaces. In other words, these methods focus on domain-
level distribution alignment, while they don’t guarantee the class-level distribution how is
going to be aligned. The following adversarial domain adaptation methods are proposed to
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encounter the mode collapse challenge; M-ADDA prevents false alignment to alleviate neg-
ative transfer. Discriminator Adversarial Domain Adaptation(DADA) method tries to learn
domain invariant features, in a manner to apply a task classifier to both source and target
domains. IDDA uses a multi-class discriminator to cover mode collapse. Dual Adversar-
ial domain adaptation (DADA) approach is able to arrange domain level and class-level
alignment simultaneously. Unsupervised DA is proposed to perform the joint distribution
alignment. The conditional distributions of source and target domains are aligned by DIAL
method. Discriminative clustering for robust unsupervised domain adaptation learns dis-
criminative presentation of source and target practically. Some metric learning methods are
proposed in adversarial domain adaptation approaches such as M-ADDA which its major
strength is being non-parametric. DADA (Dual) method makes the extracted features more
discriminative by using semi-supervised learning (SSL) regularization. Discriminative clus-
tering for robust unsupervised domain adaptation is proposed to be robust to the differences
in source and target labels distributions; that is known as partial domain adaptation where
the set of target labels can be a subset of source labels. This scenario is challenging for the
methods in real applications and may result in negative transfer.

Considering available research in the field of adversarial domain adaptation, it seems
the major challenge is preventing negative transfer when the source and target come from
different distributions. Since there is no guarantee of facing the same distribution for domains
in real-world applications, for the future works It is more reassuring to utilize complicated
benchmarks which include different label distributions such as testbed cross dataset [67], 3D
Caricshop dataset [25], CASIA NIR-VIS dataset [31], e-PRIP VIS-sketch dataset [42], and
alsoCUHKface sketch [76] andCUFSF fromFERETdataset [85]. Further, reviewedmethods
indicate that adding some heuristics as a domain adaptation booster to the basic structure
has resulted in higher accuracies. These heuristics such as multi-class discriminator, auto-
encoder regularizer, feature augmentation and clustering part are added to the basic ADDA
or DANN structures leading to improvements in performance, accuracy and robustness to
negative transfer. Among the reviewed models, “DIAL” and “Robust UDA” that benefit from
clustering approaches, could be a fruitful route for future research.
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